IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ENGAGING IN LIFE AND FAITH FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE ARTS, HERE ARE SOME EVENTS WHICH YOU MIGHT ENJOY IN PARTICULAR.

**Events**

**Lunchtime Concert**
1.15–2.15, Mon–Thu, St John’s

Join James Cary and Rachel Shannon for an hour of general theological tummy-tickling. Chat, comedy, guests, music, messing around and longing through her art. Limited places, please sign up at KU Merch Table at St John’s. Tickets £5.

**Night Shift**
9.30–10.30pm, Sun–Thu, St John’s

Join James Cary and Rachel Shannon for an hour of general theological tummy-tickling. Chat, comedy, guests, music, messing around and longing through her art. Limited places, please sign up at KU Merch Table at St John’s. Tickets £5.

**Fire Etching Workshop**
3:00–4:00pm, Tue, Outdoors (weather permitting) Outside the Pencil Museum

An opportunity to make art with KU artist-in-residence, Kaori Homma. Learn how to make a fire etching and hear more about how Kaori approaches questions of longing through her art. Limited places, please sign up at KU Merch Table at St John’s. Tickets £5.

**A Turbulent Priest**
9:30 - 10.45pm Tuesday at St John’s

From the creators of A Monk’s Tale and The God Particle comes a brand new show telling the amazing story of the murder of Thomas Becket. With jokes and songs, obviously. Bromance, bust-up and betrayals about faith, church and power. An ancient story for modern times. Tickets £5 or £15 for a family.

**Contributors**

**Ally Gordon** is an artist, lecturer and founding director of Morphé Arts, a Christian charity that mentors early career artists. Exhibitions this year in Beijing, Berlin, London and Edinburgh.

**Anna Nicholson** has toured nationally and internationally over the past 10 years with theatre shows ranging from classical to comedy. She is also a Presentation and Communications Coach and is Director of CTS Presentations.

**Eilidh Patterson** (pronounced I-Lee) is a warm, engaging performer of startling clarity. With songs that cut straight to the heart, delightfully accurate guitar playing and crystal clear vocals, Eilidh immediately connects with audiences everywhere.

**Gareth Davies-Jones** is an accomplished singer-songwriter and thoughtful musical story-teller. The broad variety in Gareth’s songs and the instruments he plays have captivated, engaged and inspired audiences around the UK.

**Longing For Love**
Longing through music, art, dance and poetry? Expect live art, performances, interviews and biblical reflections led by professional artists in the KU team.

**Longing For Heaven**
Longing for the heart, delightfully accurate guitar playing and crystal clear vocals, Eilidh immediately connects with audiences everywhere.

**Longing And Lament**
Longing For Heaven

**Stephan Macleod** is a singer, songwriter, worship leader and Mental Health Awareness campaigner. He returns to Keswick with songs from his new album Gold, inspired by his own journey of recovery.

**Stewart Henderson** is a poet, songwriter and broadcaster. His poetry appears in numerous anthologies. Esteemed, Sunday Times radio critic, Gillian Reynolds, says ‘he understands the packed power of words, the importance of their use and measure’.

**Carol Henderson** is a writer, broadcaster and apprentice iconographer. Performances include, The Albert Hall, London and Lincoln Center for Performing Arts, New York. Carol’s radio work includes drama readings on Radio 4 documentaries.

**Tyrone Isaac-Stuart** is a Sound & Movement Artist. With foundation in Jazz and Hip Hop, Tyrone fuses his influences to make layered conceptual work. Among performing primarily in dance theater, Tyrone is in the process of finishing his final album, “SICK”.

**James Cary** is an award-winning sitcom writer for BBC TV and Radio, who is also a husband, father and member of the General Synod of the Church of England.

**Kaori Homma** is a Japanese born artist and co-founder of Art Action UK. She is based in London and a graduate of both Tokyo University of Art and Design and Chelsea School of Art.

**Rachel Shannon** is a Presenter and Filmmaker living in London, Rachel presents live on Premier Christian Radio and runs her own freelance filmmaking business, previously having worked on BBC Songs of Praise.

**Adrienne Chaplin** is a lecturer, researcher and writer working on the interface of art, theology and society. Originally from Amsterdam, she has taught in North America and Europe and lives in the UK.

**Anna Newcome** has toured nationally and internationally over the past 10 years with theatre shows ranging from classical to comedy. She is also a Presentation and Communications Coach and is Director of CTS Presentations.